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Shannon Hale knows what she wants in life. Or so she thought.But one cheating fiancÃ© and

shredded wedding dress later, she skips town desperately needing a do-over. So she moves in with

her brother, the new quarterback for the Raleigh Rough Riders, starts her own business, and vows

to live by her own rules and no one elseâ€™s.Oliver Powell is a man who always gets what he

wants. As the sexy as sin MVP Tight End, heâ€™s arrogant. Heâ€™s loaded. Heâ€™s also got a

sizeable package below the belt that drives the women crazy.And heâ€™s focused. The prizeâ€”a

Super Bowl ring on his finger.His concentration on getting that ring is unwaveringâ€”until Shannon

Hale shows up. Now the only game he wants to win involves her ending up in his bed.The problem?

Shannon wants nothing to do with NFLâ€™s resident playboy. The solution? Play dirty.
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4.5 stars!Shannon moves to be near her brother after dumping her cheating fiance. No longer

putting everyone else before her she vows to focus on her dreams. But she never expects to be so

attracted to one of her brother's team mates, the arrogant jerk, Oliver.Oliver hasn't let anyone get

close to him again after his ex-wife betrayed him six years ago. He is attracted to Shannon, thinking



she is just a grid iron bunny at first he makes lewd comments to her. When he finds out who she

really is, he is more determined to get her in his bed. He offers a no strings attached month of dirty

fantasies and nothing more.Oliver was a good character, a bit of a douche at first but you are able to

see past that soon enough. Shannon is a little flighty at first, her reactions to Oliver are more lusty

college co-ed than grown level minded woman.There were a few bumps in the road for them. A jerk

move on Oliver's part, and a misunderstanding. Overall the story line was good, maybe a few to

many bedroom acrobatics. Not a prude, but I would have liked more daily growing together

scenarios to show their emotional development.I don't see any more rough rider novels on the list of

upcoming books.

Oh my wow, this story is WONDERFUL! Stacey Lynn is one of my favorite story tellers - I love the

cadence of her writing! I started off not really liking the story; I didn't feel a connection between

Oliver & Shannon, and part of that is intentional, I think, because of the parameters they'd set up in

their relationship.The turning point, when it came, was done so subtly that I didn't realize it was

happening. Just, all of a sudden, I truly felt INVESTED in their relationship, and became more fully

engaged in the story. There are still a couple things that I didn't like, but that's personal preference

on my part & not any fault of the story. What I LOVED, tho, was the banter & the close relationships

described w/ Oliver's teammates & Shannon's brother. And the epilogue? Freaking AMAZING

epilogue! Looking forward to what's going to come next - at least, I'm hoping this is a series & things

will be coming next...! : )

I absolutely loved this book. What's not to love? It's a sports romance with an alpha male and a

female who doesn't take said alpha male's crap. I love how strong willed Shannon is in this book.

Oliver is a football player who thinks he is "it". The storyline was easily followed. There are bits of

angst, but not so much that you can't enjoy the story for wondering when the other shoe is going to

drop. I loved being able to watch Shannon and Oliver's relationship grow as the book progresses.

And BEWARE...there are MANY hot scenes inside this book. Whew!!!! Alternating points of view.

No cliffhanger. I do hope that there are more books to come to follow the secondary characters.

I have to say, I loved this book. I didn't like Oliver at first but I did understand where he was coming

from in protecting his heart after his ex wife stomped on it. I was right there with Shannon who to,

was protecting herself after his cheating ex was literally caught balls deep in another. I love how

they came together and despite being a hurt by their past, they learned to trust and love each other.



I loved Shannon's brother and her best friend. Hope they get their own book.

Stacey Lynn scored!! This book is about a woman meeting a man who has an ego and the goods to

back it up. Oliver is a football player who let's the world see only who he presents. Shannon is a

woman whose been hurt and unsure of her new life. Between the two they find each other. But it's

not always easy with there exs, there emotional baggage and dealing with feelings they weren't

ready for. It's a page turner and a fun read.

Oliver and Shannon agree to a sex only relationship but things don't quite turn out the way they

planned. They have a relationship built on mutual respect and admiration. Oliver and Beaux build a

camaraderie too. There are some really steamy scenes. Oliver is sexy hot. I hope there are plans

for more Rough Rider books.

Amazing, hot, sweet love story.. Love the banter between Oliver and Beau. Oliver and Shannon hit

it off right away and there sorry just got better and better. Can't go wrong with hot men in football

pants!

5 Stars from Brianna!Stacey Lynn is an amazing person and brilliant writer. I have read a few of her

books but none have made a lasting impression like Dirty Player has. This book was a fast read full

of lust, feels, laughs, and love. Dirty Player sucked me in and didn't let me go until I devoured this

book cover to cover. Meeting Oliver and Shannon was what I needed to get me out of my book

slump.This book was so captivating and intriguing. It was sexy, sweet, fun, intense, passionate, and

beautiful romance full of ups, down, lust, love, and happily ever afters. This book spoke to my heart

and marked my soul. I fell for Oliver and Shannon, not wanting to let them go as their story

concluded. Get ready to fall into lust first that will blossom into love.Meet Oliver. Hard. Sexy.

Demanding. Alpha. Rough. Playboy. He has tried the relationship thing, been there.. done that.. got

burned, and has no intentions of doing that again. He likes playing with women then shaking them

off before they can get attached or even warm the sheets. But meeting Shannon has made him

blow all of his rules out of the window.Meet Shannon. Sassy. Sweet. Wholesome. Strong. She has

lived and breathed her life for her brother and his dreams. Now as she is rebuilding her life after a

betrayal, she doesn't need distractions but Oliver is too hard to resist. She knows she wants him but

can't decide if it is smart to let go of her inhibitions and just feel for the time she has with him.What

starts out as an arrangement of sorts for these two turns into so much more as the time passes by.



Feelings and emotions are starting to get involved and hearts are on the line. Can Oliver and

Shannon find a way to make what was supposed to be temporary, more permanent? And can they

find a way to make the best play yet? Get ready to fall hard and fast.I highly recommend this book.
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